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 Message from the President 

Yes, it is February already! The holidays are forgotten, and the
workload is close to overwhelming.  Let’s take a moment to
breathe again.

We had wonderful discussions on cybernetics in January and
more are coming in February. We are grateful to well-respected
scholars in the field of cybernetics who are willing to present
these sessions and generously take part in our conversations.

The videos are all loaded on ISSS.org. We conclude our
cybernetics theme on the first of March with an Open Mic
Session. Please contact me if you want a slot in this open mic
session. The February session detail is provided later in the
newsletter. From the first Saturday in March, we start a new
theme of Systems Practice. It is wonderful to explore the work
of our frequent attendees as speakers. In this regard, we
feature two books in this newsletter from active participants of
our mini symposia. Please contact me if you want to present a
talk.

People are talking about the conference and the cost and effort
to travel are surfacing in these discussions. Some people raised
questions about having a hybrid conference. This is a matter
that required careful reflection and a separate section in the
newsletter is dedicated to this reflection. When the decision was
taken to have a face-to-face conference, it was important to
select a venue that will in itself be an incentive to travel. Such
highly visited areas focus on the visitor experience and not on
providing services (such as advanced internet-infrastructure)
aimed at people not present. 

We understand the constraints of travelling to the Kruger
National Park and will provide recordings of all the keynotes on
ISSS.org after the event. 

For those coming, please note the detail of a travel agent at the end of the newsletter.

We received several abstracts for the conference already and the registrations are also picking
up! If you do not receive a results letter from us on your abstract submission within a week of
submission, please contact me directly on my university email: Roelien.goede@nwu.ac.za.

The conference program is taking shape and thus we introduce some of our keynote speakers in
the newsletter. Abstracts of the keynote addresses will be available on the conference webpage
as we receive them.

The keynotes and the tracks are taking shape and the the theme of the conference incorporates
both the ideas of a systems practice profession and holistic integrative practice embracing
complexity.

We celebrate the systemic nature associated with the situatedness of the venue in our
talks! We provide more detail below and emerging detail will be added to the conference web
page.

There is also a research dimension to this conference. Details are provided in the section titled:
“Immerse Yourself in Emergence”. We welcome a special new member to the society. Stephany
Peterson is a PhD student who will conduct a special research project at the conference. I am
sure all participants of the conference will get to know Stephany well. We will continuously report
on this project.

Please be reminded that registration closes on 15 March. This date cannot be extended due to
financial arrangements. Please use your own networks to promote the conference. The
conference webpage (2023 Kruger National Park (isss.org) https://www.isss.org/2023-kruger-
national-park/ contains all the material for you to promote the conference.

As I write this rather businesslike piece, it is easy to overlook the hard work of several people in
the background – also the newsletter team. Without the assistance of dedicated volunteers these
activities will not be possible. You are all much appreciated.

Greetings

Roelien Goede

 Conference News 
International Society for the Systems Sciences, 67th Annual

Conference.
Meet our Keynote Speakers

Dr Rachel Lilley is a Senior Fellow at the
Birmingham Leadership Institute, a a new
teaching and research centre in the University
of Birmingham, UK, focussing on systems
leadership. She is a practitioner-researcher in
systems approaches and systems leadership
and also Programme Director for an innovative
transdisciplinary Master's Programme bringing
together Systems Leadership and Systems
Practice.

Rachel’s high impact, world leading, research
looks at human decision-making, systems
thinking capabilities and behavioural change. It
is impact orientated and has supported policy
design and practice, community initiatives and
leadership development at all levels. She has a
particular interest in building capability to
address climate and social change. Rachel is
an expert in human sensemaking with
specialist knowledge in cognition, 

consciousness and perception, her theoretical expertise is supported and informed by an
impressive track record in practicing, teaching and developing embodied perception skills in
teams, organisations and individuals. 

She has over 30 years’ experience working with large corporates, public and third sector as a
systems practitioner covering community engagement, social issues, climate change, leadership
and wellbeing.

For more information visit her websites:

https://predictingmind.com

https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/staff/profiles/bli/lilley-rachel.aspx

Gerald Midgley is Professor of Systems
Thinking in the Centre for Systems Studies,
Faculty of Business, Law and Politics,
University of Hull, UK. He also holds Adjunct
Professorships at Linnaeus University,
Sweden; the University of Queensland,
Australia; the University of Canterbury, New
Zealand; Mälardalen University, Sweden; and
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand.
He has held research leadership roles in both
academia and government, having spent
eleven years as Director of the Centre for
Systems Studies at Hull, and seven years as a
Senior Science Leader in the Institute for
Environmental Science and Research (ESR),
New Zealand. 

Gerald has written over 300 papers for academics and practitioners on systems thinking and
community operational research, and has been involved in a wide variety of public sector,
community development, health service, technology foresight and resource management
projects. He was the 2013/14 President of the International Society for the Systems Sciences,
and has written or edited twelve books. These include: Systemic Intervention: Philosophy,
Methodology, and Practice (Kluwer, 2000); Systems Thinking, Volumes I-IV (Sage, 2003);
Community Operational Research: OR and Systems Thinking for Community Development
(Kluwer, 2004); Forensic DNA Evidence on Trial: Science and Uncertainty in the Courtroom
(Emergent, 2011); and the Routledge Handbook of Systems Thinking (Routledge, 2023, in
press).

Karima Kadaoui, Co-Founder and Executive
President of Tamkeen Community Foundation
for Human Development, Morocco
I co-founded Tamkeen Community Foundation
for Human Development in 2009 and currently
hold the responsibility of its executive
presidency. However, my Tamkeen process
story started before, with the lived experience
research with Tamkeen co-founding colleagues
and friends, in which I weaved the threads of
my 25 years experience working in the private
sector as a big 5 management consultant and
the associate senior consultant of a territorial
development consultancy, in the public sector. 

Here, I worked on public policy and governance as the advisor to the Minister of Employment,
Vocational Training and Housing in the Moroccan Government and lived several experiences in
the social sector with women working in infra-human conditions in industries and with a
community in a major shanty town. However, the most defining experience of all is being the
mother of my two daughters Sara and Maria. I am a board member and advisor to Imal Initiative
for Climate and Development the first independent non-profit North African climate think tank as
well to Africa Voices Dialogue a space where the voices of Africa’s educators and learners are
seen, heard and loved. As a facilitator and experience based researcher for over 14 years in
Tamkeen, I have the privilege to witness and experience, with different communities and societal
systems, how the trust in our humanity and love create the conditions for the emergence of the
social ecosystems of our societal harmony and human co-flourishing. 

Dr Louis Klein serves as dean at the
European School of Governance (EUSG) and
Secretary General of the International
Federation for Systems Research (ISFR).

Educated as an economist and social scientist,
Dr Louis Klein became a dedicated systems
researcher. He served as director at the
International Centre for Complex Project
Management (ICCPM), as director at the World
Organisation of Systems and Cybernetics
(WOSC), and as VP of the International Society
for the Systems Sciences (ISSS).

In 2019 Dr Louis Klein retired from the
Systemic Excellence Group and the Systemic
Change Institute where he managed change
projects worldwide as a systems practitioner.
He worked in the private and public field as well
as for organisations in civil society.

Dr Louis Klein is member of the editorial board
of the Project Management Journal (PMJ) and
Systems Research and Behavioural Sciences
(SRBS) as well as co-publisher of the German
philosophical business magazine agora42.

Ray Ison Ray Ison was appointed Professor of
Systems at the Open University (OU) in 1994.
He is a member of the Systems Thinking in
Practice (STiP) program involved in
researching and teaching, particularly team co-
authoring and presenting Post-Graduate
modules such as 'Managing Change with
Systems Thinking in Practice' and 'Evidencing
Systems Thinking in Practice'. These are
developed and presented within the OUs MSc
and Systems Thinking Practitioner
Apprenticeship awards. He has also led and/or
contributed to a range of major research,
scholarship and teaching programs and
projects as part of the Applied Systems
Thinking in Practice (ASTiP) Group. His
research and scholarship span the biophysical
and social and is primarily interdisciplinary,
international and collaborative. He is
recognised for his work on systems praxeology
within rural development, sustainability 

management, systemic governance and the design and enactment of learning systems, as
evidenced in an extensive number of publications. 
His latest book, co-authored with Ed Straw, ‘The Hidden Power of Systems Thinking.
Governance in a Climate Emergency’ was published in 2020. Prof. Ison is the current President
(since 2019) of the IFSR (International Federation for Systems Research); he has also served as
President of ISSS (International Society for the Systems Sciences) and as a Trustee of the
American Society of Cybernetics. In 2022 he was given a Lifetime Achievement Award, by the
Systems Society of India ‘for contributions to the transformation of society with a systems
approach’. 

 Conference Research Project 
Immerse Yourself in Emergence!

This your opportunity to be a part of the more comprehensive whole resulting from this year’s
conference. We want to transcend traditional conference participation into an enduring activity by
inviting you to engage in reflective professional practice as you prepare for, attend, and
implement your experiences emerging from the conference.

The conference theme is "Systems Thinking for Professions". The aim is for professionals to
share their systems practices with their colleagues. As systems professionals we know that our
way of doing things often differs from that of the professional stereotype. We like to see
ourselves as thinking outside of the box. But “which box?”, I hear you think. Do we know what we
have in common? Most people reflect on generosity and similarity when asked about their ISSS
family experience. Before, during and after this conference, we will explore this matter a bit
deeper.

Four of us are working together to better understand systems practice by professionals. We
are: Roelien Goede, conference host, president  and professor at the North-West University
(NWU); Dr Olaf Brugman, Vice President of this conference; Gary Smith, Vice
President, Systems Practice; and lasty but in a sense most important, Stephany Peterson.
Stephany is a PhD student at University of New Brunswick (UNB) in Canada. Her PhD is in
Interdisciplinary Studies (Complexity; Integration and Implementation; Metaresearch). Her
background in Sociology, coupled with her interest in reflective practice and the dynamics of
academic conferences, makes her an ideal researcher to help us achieve our research goal. She
is one of our featured new members in this newsletter. This research project will be registered at
both the NWU and UNB. 

The aim of our participatory action research (AR) project is to develop a framework for systems
practice in professions. Our interpretive research methodology echoes ethnographic AR aims to
learn with the conference participants. We want to co-reflect on their systems practice journey to
find common themes. Our research project will start before the conference through
conversations with speakers. During the conference, we will collectively test assumptions and
co-create with participants. After the conference we will reflect and corroborate our findings with
the participants. Our work should develop into a contribution to systems practice by
professionals.

This conference is unique in the history of ISSS conferences in that it is the focus of a research
project in itself. This represents your invitation to join us as part of this journey. Tell us about your
expectations in contributing to our living theory. After registration we will reach out to invite your
consenting participation.

 Conference Special Tracks
More detail on https://www.isss.org/2023-kruger-national-park/

Additional to the tracks associated with the SIGs such as Systems Engineering, the following
special tracks / Workshops have been approved for the the conference:

Systems Practice in Education (Sue Gabriel)
Panel: Distributive Indigenous Leadership:  seeding agroecology and praxis  to protect
multiple species (Janet McIntyre)
Systems practice in Public Health (Eve Pinkster)
Participatory workshop on a Typology of Systems Diagramming Techniques; Workshop
Facilitators:  Dr Jai Clifford-Holmes & Dr Sharon Pollard [Detail
on https://www.isss.org/2023-kruger-national-park/ ]
More to follow on https://www.isss.org/2023-kruger-national-park/

 Upcoming Wednesday Sessions
Cybernetics in February

We close our theme of Cybernetics this month. We listened to key scholars in the field as well as
practitioners who only recently discovered cybernetics.
In February we moved to Wednesdays / Thursdays again. We do that to widen the potential
audience of the sessions.
The time zones on Wednesdays are linked to 7am on a Thursday in Sydney, Australia.
Wednesday (Thursday) time zones for February:
San Francisco: 12 Noon on a Wednesday
New York:        3  pm on a Wednesday
London:           8  pm on a Wednesday
Berlin:              9  pm on a Wednesday
Cyprus:           10 pm on a Wednesday
South Africa:   10 pm on a Wednesday
Sydney:            7 am Thursday
The link to these members-only sessions are available at: https://www.isss.org/members-mini-
symposiums/
We have the following speakers in February:
Wednesday, 1 February: Raghav Rajopalan
Wednesday, 8 February: Allenna Leonard Syntegration
Wednesday, 15 February: Bill Seaman Second-Order Cybernetics, Circular Causality and
Creative Computation
Wednesday, 22 February:  William J. Reckmeyer "Agency, Autonomy, and Authoritarianism: A
Cybernetic Perspective"
Wednesday, 1 March:  Open mic for Cybernetics including a short session by Bruce
McNaughton

Wednesday, 1 February: Raghav Rajopalan
Recording of this session available on isss.org
and detail of his book is later in the newsletter.

Raghav is a systems philosopher
passionate about alternate ways of knowing
and learning from the margins. He elected
to work for a decade with poor communities
– fisherfolk and tribal people. Raghav is
convinced that real answers to most vexing
problems in organizations, economies and
ecology can come from listening deeply to
unschooled people from diverse cultural
backgrounds.

With a doctorate in systems sciences,
Raghav specializes in adding systemic
perspectives and cultural analysis to his
consulting practice. He is a Visiting Fellow
at the Centre for Systems Studies,
University of Hull, UK. He is a Trustee at
Anusandhan Trust, Mumbai, which
researches public health. He has co-
authored a book about an extended
epistemology for systems thinking, which is
under publication.

In his book (featured below), Raghav advanced
two critical ideas – 1) the idea of two modes of
consciousness and 2) the need for meta-
rational knowing. He showed through
discussion and examples that tapping other
ways of knowing, in addition to the rational
approach, deepened the capacity for holistic
and systemic knowing.

In this talk, Raghav makes some bold and
compelling arguments that push the envelope
further. Raghav speaks about a third orientation
of mind or consciousness. In addition to the
Striving mind and the Abiding mind, Raghav
describes the Nescient mind as utterly critical
to embracing the challenge of the polycrisis. He
touches upon the multiple ways of knowing as
framed in several epistemologies, drawing on
the work of Stuart Umpleby, Anthony Hodgson,
Sohail Inayatullah, Tyson Yunkaporta, the
Samkhya philosophy of India, Stanislav Grof
and Francis Weller. These
epistemologies/models of the levels of
mind/consciousness correspond to the ideas of
second, third and further orders in Science and
Cybernetics.

Wednesday, 8 February: Allenna Leonard,
PhD 
Topic: Syntegration

Allenna is an American/Canadian consultant in
organizational cybernetics based in Toronto.
Her academic background includes a BA from
St. John’s College, a MA from George
Washington University and a Ph.D. from the
University of Maryland. She is a licensee of
Team Syntegrity, a director of the Cwarel Isaf
Institute and Chair of the Ecologos
Environmental Institute.  Beginning in the
1980’s and continuing until his death, she
worked with Stafford Beer on a variety of
consulting and educational projects in North
America, South America and Europe, the most
prominent being Projecto Urucib in Montevideo
Uruguay for the UNDP. 
Her interests include improving accountability
measures for soft information and applications
of cybernetics to governance and ecology.  She
has taught university courses and published
numerous papers and articles. Much of her
work has been focused on the use of Beer’s
Viable System Model and Team Syntegrity
Process. She is a past president of the
American Society for Cybernetics, and received
its McCulloch Award and is also a past
president of the International Society for
Systems Science.  She continues to support
and extend Beer’s work in Conference
presentations especially with with Metaphorum,
the organization founded to continue his
legacy.

The presentation will describe the background
and the protocol of the Team Syntegrity
Process and its most recent experiment of an
on-line event.

The impetus for Stafford Beer’s development of
the Team Syntegrity Process was his frustration
with the limitations of hierarchy and the
unfortunate trade-offs that seemed to
accompany the emphasis between morale and
efficiency.  Conversations were needed that did
not have some people on the inside and others
on the periphery where they could discuss
broader questions than those that came up in
the course of ordinary business. The way
forward was to design a system of
conversations where each participant had a
unique and equivalent series of roles in order
that information in the group would be shared
to the greatest extent possible with the fewest
possible unintended consequences.

There were a number of cybernetic concepts
that fed into its design. They included Ashby’
Law of Requisite Variety, homeostasis, synergy,
channel capacity and feedback.

Wednesday, 15 February: Bill Seaman
Second-Order Cybernetics, Circular
Causality and Creative Computation

Wednesday, 22 February:  William J.
Reckmeyer "Agency, Autonomy, and

 Conference News: Stories from the Park 
Oxpecker Birds in Kruger National Park

There are two subspecies of oxpeckers in Kruger National Park:

Yellow-billed oxpecker (Buphagus africanus)
Red-billed oxpecker (Buphagus erythrorynchus)

They are similar enough to make identification difficult. The Yellow-billed oxpecker has a yellow
bill with a red tip at the top and bottom. It also has red eyes with no ring around them. The Red-
billed oxpecker has a solid red bill and red eyes with bright yellow rings around them. So, you're
going to see red and yellow on both birds, and that's confusing! The greatest difference between
the two is that the Yellow-billed oxpecker has a pale, beige colored rump and the Red-billed
oxpecker does not. Unfortunately, if the bird has its wings folded back, you won't easily see this! 

Both subspecies feed on ectoparasites carried by large herbivorous mammals, such as cape
buffalo, giraffes, hippos, rhinos, zebras, gazelles, and more. The Yellow-billed oxpecker plucks
ticks off its host using a stout beak, whereas the Red-billed oxpecker uses its finer scissor-like
beak. Both types have been known to feed on the blood of the host animal if the latter has a
wound or bleeds after the removal of a parasite. So, it is difficult to categorize the relationship
between the birds and the animals they feed from. It is not a clear case of beneficial symbiosis,
at the individual level. Indeed, the birds can be very intrusive, poking away in very private or
tender crevices. This leads to some comical photos on the internet of a bird hanging off of a male
giraffe's penis, or a bird inside each ear of a cape buffalo. The birds are very persistent and
difficult to shake off. The hippo, however, has developed its own unique and surefire method of
getting rid of them: it submerges.

More information about these fascinating birds can be found at: 

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Host-preferences-of-Red-billed-and-Yellow-billed-
Oxpeckers-from-both-Skukuza-and_fig1_284912797

Compiled by: Judith Rosen [See her letter to the editor below]

 A Conference in Africa: It's Africa's time!
Venue and mode: Face-to-Face only or Hybrid?

Context

Traditionally the ISSS President proposes a venue for the annual conference. In her presidential
campaign video, Roelien Goede shared her intention to organise the 2023 conference in South
Africa. The Council and the Board of Directors approved the venue for several reasons. This
includes extension of the society's inclusiveness. Specific circumstances resulted in two
successive US conferences in 2018 and 2019. Cape Town, South Africa was approved as venue
for 2020, but cancelled due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The 2024 conference will again be in the
USA.

Historically, the ISSS conference venue primarily alternated between Europe and the USA with
occasional meetings in the Asia-Pacific region, often championed by the President to be
inclusive of other cultures and budgets. At the same time, the events held outside of the
American-European extended the Society's footprint. They enabled the attendance of scholars,
students and professionals who would not otherwise be able to attend due to budget constraints.
Not only was the ISSS able to expose ideas to the local community, but the community was also
able to share and enlighten current systems thinking and practice.

We have given the idea of a hybrid conference a great deal of thought and would like to share
our ideas on the matter. Part of our planning has involved attending conferences face-to-face
with online participants present (INCOSE-South Africa) as well as attending a face-to-face
conference as online participants (IEEE in Gold Coast, Australia). Both experiences and the
resulting insights were used to guide our decision.

An African Conference

Roelien Goede is a ninth generation African and the first Society President from Africa. Bringing
the conference to South Africa affords many Africans the opportunity to participate. Few
conferences and activities of international societies are hosted on the continent. This shift makes
the conference accessible to the Global South, and from Europe and Australia. Since 1994,
South Africa has a democratic government with a most progressive constitution. Although the
country faces many economic problems, tourism is a key revenue generator and travelling to
South Africa supports the local community in terms of employment in the tourism industry.

We selected the Kruger National Park for two reasons. Pragmatically, it is safe and easy to
reach without self-driving: fewer motorways, lower quality surfaces, and left-side driving means
this can be very daunting to visitors. Participants are advised to fly into Johannesburg, stay the
night there, and fly into the Kruger National Park in the morning. The details of a travel agent are
provided in the special edition of the ISSS Newsletter covering all logistics of the conference.
The second reason for selecting the park is the systemic nature of the setting. The park is
effectively a country for animals - humans are considered visitors. Yet it affords employment and
economic security for local communities. It also affords a rare opportunity to gain an
understanding of the harmony present in nature that is part of the South African way of life and
informs our perspectives. We hope that conference participants will become immersed in these.
Similarly, our keynotes and workshops will celebrate Africa. The programme includes many
activities to ensure that participants will experience the Kruger Park in its fullest and, by
extension, enjoy an authentic and meaningful experience of this country that can sometimes be
missed in conventional conference settings.

Hybrid Conference Technology Requirements

The concept of a hybrid conference means different things to different people. In fact there are
two types. In the first type, referred to as hybrid, people can remotely join all face-to-face
sessions and participate in the actual session. In the second type, online activity is separate
from the face-to-face conference. It should be noted that the 2021 and 2022 ISSS conferences
were of the latter type. There was no face-to-face conference at all. 

In online-only conferences, the quality of the electronic transmission depends on the internet
capacity of the speaker and the receiver in isolation. If the speaker has a good connection (by
controlling their other device usage) all the participants have the potential to receive a good
quality image of the lecture. Assuming that the speaker has a good connection, the participants
are in control of the quality of reception also by controlling their total bandwidth use.

Focusing on the first option noted, a ‘join live’ which we will refer to as hybrid, this requires
technology in each room to project incoming images and sound from online participants who
joined that room and a roaming microphone and camera to project the activity in the room to the
online participants. There are 5 conference rooms all filled with participants browsing the internet
and this is outside of the control of the organisers. The quality of the transmission depends,
therefore, on the ability of the venue's bandwidth to handle five video streams out with all 100+
people browsing the internet, whilst receiving video streams via zoom from all the online
participants.

The data-loads for the two options are, therefore, vastly different. Even at specialised conference
venues and universities the bandwidth for online participation in face-to-face rooms are
problematic. To increase the bandwidth at a venue is very expensive and not in the budget of
any conference. Both the conferences attended (INCOSE-SA and IEEE Gold Coast) were
hosted at high class ultra-modern venues and both still experienced online communication
problems and online participants were to a degree isolated from the attending praticipants.

The setup in each room requires a skilled facilitator to ensure that the voice of online participants
is equal to that of attending participants when questions are selected. At least one additional
skilled technician is required to handle the video / audio equipment to ensure realistic interaction.
Due to the additional technology costs, participants registering to attend online would experience
much higher registration costs than in 2021 and 2022. From a budgetting perspective, this is also
problematic for the Society because the cost is fixed in nature. The same level of investment in
technology and technicians must be there even for 1 online participant.

Hybrid Conferences Time Zones

Apart from the technological issues, as an international society, the “join the face-to-face
sessions” are also challenging from a time zone perspective. Our programme will celebrate the
situatedness of the Kruger Park. We will have many activities outside the conference rooms
filling time from early morning to mid-evening. Our conference room activities are currently
planned to be from 10 am to 3 pm and again from 7pm – 8pm, local time. When it is 10 am in
the Kruger National Park it is midnight in San Francisco and 7 pm in Sydney. This means
that most activity in the morning excludes the American online participants and all afternoon and
evening activity excludes the Australian online participants. We use these groups to illustrate the
problem, but everyone outside Africa and Europe will have similar problems. The higher cost
might therefore not yield the expected outcome for the online participants to be ‘in the room live’.

Conference Purpose: Emergence

Emergence is what we seek as systems thinkers. That is what we do and expect from
interaction. A conference is designed to create opportunities for interaction - to engage in
conversation. Sitting on a bench next to the river watching impala drink water, or having lunch
together discussing the specific aspects of a talk, or catching up after the early morning round
table is what we do and dearly miss! This cannot be duplicated online with even the most
advanced technological facilities.

If we have online participants many of our natural engagement activities will be spoiled by trying
to give online participants a fair and equal opportunity. The round table for example will be so
much more fun if we do it outside next to the river or under a tree filled with birds than in a
conference room where every move is captured on camera and microphones are passed along.

We are planning a festival for a conference with live music, sessions on birdwatching and
meditation, conversations around the fireplace at night whilst being aware of the starry skies of
the southern hemisphere, not to mention the sound of the hyena in the bush. These experiences
are impossible to have online.

Conclusion

The disruption of traditional conference formats has largely focused on the technical: how to
transfer existing models into 1s and 0s. This year’s conference committee takes the challenge of
the disruption of the traditional conference format as an opportunity to dedicate effort on focus on
exactly why, when, where, how, who, and what it is we do at conferences.

With these aspects in mind we will deliver an African conference that is uniquely in and of South
Africa and its way of life. We will be focusing our attention on the quality of face-to-face rather
than attempting to navigate what even the most technologically advanced conference halls and
institutions grapple with: the as-yet insufficient technological advances that compromise how we
can deliver an equally engaging experience online. Some traditional highlights of the conference
- such as the keynote address – will be shared as high-quality recordings and posted for
members-only section of ISSS.org.

There is no way we can guarantee sufficient bandwidth for the variable demand required in a
setting with only mobile-network internet. It will be highly unethical to allow people to pay and
register online and then every session turns into a slowly turning icon on a video stream from
overwhelmed internet usage. We are realistic about how much online participants will be able to
experience due to time zones and the nature of having a conference in a national park. To
recognize that travel to South Africa may prove financially prohibitive to some, we published a
call for financial assistance and a request for donations in the conference special edition
newsletter.

Come share a once in a lifetime opportunity in the Kruger National Park!

Conference Committee

30/01/2023

 Welcome to our New ISSS Members 
We sent an email to all members who joined in 2022 and the following new members
participated in a fun question answer survey. We welcome you to the society. All new members
who received the invite to participate are welcome to submit their detail. We will feature every
month a few new members. Members select questions from a long list to tell us about
themselves. To join the ISSS simply go to ISSS.org/Register/

Stephany Peterson

For those familiar with vintage Canadian CBC television, think
of me as the two-legged version of The Littlest Hobo. Fitting in
everywhere, I belong nowhere. This is in part what I have
deemed a 'disposition for interdisciplinarity'. As a public scholar
in critical research, teaching, and service across many ways of
knowing, I aspire to serve as steward - rudder - for emergence
of the more comprehensive whole. From a meta level, I
consider this as integration and implementation of knowledge,
mobilizing many ways of knowing to address the most pressing
and urgent issues we face with the question, “what don’t we
know that matters?”
My contribution is not expertise in component parts of problems;
rather, my heart beats for eternally questioning and
investigating the underlying processes common to any problem
that meets the condition of complexity emerging from systems
capable of producing it.

Werner Els

Q. How did your interest in systems develop? 

A. As a 15yr old, I had the privilege to live in Germany for a year and
it made me aware of many different world views. It revealed
underlying forces driving everything that we do and become. As
Bennet said “A system becomes concretely established by a
structural act of will." I was compelled to learn and do more.

Q. Are you interested in a specific field of systems thinking - which
one?

A. Enterprises and communities of any form, shape or function,
but particularly those who struggle to function. I have always

been drawn to innovation, sustainability, leadership development, generative capacity building,
resilience and farming.

Q. In which industry do you work and in which role?

A. I just celebrated my 10th year with an automotive OEM, leading a small planning team to launch
Bodyshop logistics processes for a new vehicle model. Prior to that I worked in Aerospace for 6yrs and
telecommunications for 2 yrs.

Q. If you could go back in time and change one thing, what would it be?

A. Help Socrates to develop the politician’s critical thinking that they themselves might embrace it.

Q. What’s the most unusual thing you have ever eaten?

A. Dried Mopane worms. You must try them at the Kruger National park during the conference!

Q. Tell us about your favourite quote if you have one.

A. Confucius “To put the world in order, we must first put the nation in order; to put the nation in order,
we must put the family in order; to put the family in order, we must cultivate our personal life; and to
cultivate our personal life, we must first set our hearts right.”

https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cDovL3ZyMi52ZXJ0aWNhbHJlc3BvbnNlLmNvbS9lbWFpbHMvMzYyODM4ODM3NDc1Njg_Y29udGFjdF9pZD0zNjI4Mzg4Njg1ODI0Mw==/I5VZ4AY923_IFr1muz9dcw==&merge_field_type=%7BVR_HOSTED_LINK%7D&link_id=36283883791163&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/bWFpbHRvOlJvZWxpZW4uZ29lZGVAbnd1LmFjLnph/NoPTnyjwlBbEkSlHxLCNIg==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791116&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuaXNzcy5vcmcvMjAyMy1rcnVnZXItbmF0aW9uYWwtcGFyay8=/qReyKiD-7S8EfqL6dRfTyQ==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791117&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly9wcmVkaWN0aW5nbWluZC5jb20v/awkNfLNAjODl4WXKIouFsA==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791118&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmlybWluZ2hhbS5hYy51ay9zdGFmZi9wcm9maWxlcy9ibGkvbGlsbGV5LXJhY2hlbC5hc3B4/wyrfErE3zDBObsi2uomk6w==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791119&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly9lbi53aWtpcGVkaWEub3JnL3dpa2kvUmF5X0lzb24=/2aWoT2xdegZYmhLoEgAzjw==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791120&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cub3Blbi5hYy51ay9jb3Vyc2VzL2Nob29zZS9zeXN0ZW1zdGhpbmtpbmc=/u0syIUh1KYNxaN8aSeIZ5w==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791121&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cub3Blbi5hYy51ay9zdGVtL2VuZ2luZWVyaW5nLWFuZC1pbm5vdmF0aW9uL3RlYWNoaW5nL3N5c3RlbXMtdGhpbmtpbmctcHJhY3RpY2Uvc3lzdGVtcy10aGlua2luZy1wcmFjdGljZS1yZXNvdXJjZXM=/AHstu0YzBJT5uhevjP5pww==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791122&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly9lbi53aWtpcGVkaWEub3JnL3dpa2kvUmF5X0lzb24=/2aWoT2xdegZYmhLoEgAzjw==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791120&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly9vcm8ub3Blbi5hYy51ay92aWV3L3BlcnNvbi9ybGkyLmh0bWw=/6ATmyPM2Se1F-NG12HKARg==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791123&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cucm91dGxlZGdlLmNvbS9UaGUtSGlkZGVuLVBvd2VyLW9mLVN5c3RlbXMtVGhpbmtpbmctR292ZXJuYW5jZS1pbi1hLUNsaW1hdGUtRW1lcmdlbmN5L0lzb24tU3RyYXcvcC9ib29rLzk3ODExMzg0OTM5OTU=/1vhZrGzCg4QKjTsNTTZzHQ==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791124&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly9pZnNyLm9yZy8=/Mr8bIIWxx7hFEIkQxJOnGA==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791125&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuaXNzcy5vcmcvMjAyMy1rcnVnZXItbmF0aW9uYWwtcGFyay8=/qReyKiD-7S8EfqL6dRfTyQ==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791117&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuaXNzcy5vcmcvMjAyMy1rcnVnZXItbmF0aW9uYWwtcGFyay8=/qReyKiD-7S8EfqL6dRfTyQ==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791117&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuaXNzcy5vcmcvMjAyMy1rcnVnZXItbmF0aW9uYWwtcGFyay8=/qReyKiD-7S8EfqL6dRfTyQ==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791117&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuaXNzcy5vcmcvbWVtYmVycy1taW5pLXN5bXBvc2l1bXMv/qSOXK7r2oeEyXoAHA75xEA==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791126&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cucmVzZWFyY2hnYXRlLm5ldC9maWd1cmUvSG9zdC1wcmVmZXJlbmNlcy1vZi1SZWQtYmlsbGVkLWFuZC1ZZWxsb3ctYmlsbGVkLU94cGVja2Vycy1mcm9tLWJvdGgtU2t1a3V6YS1hbmRfZmlnMV8yODQ5MTI3OTc=/sBHOIUVKeyTm_-2_yL-smQ==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791127&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact
https://cts.vrmailer1.com/click?sk=a5TQB2JghjBJHt0pRAN4F5PmhzhV3PF-PMMo-3KpYwNI=/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuaXNzcy5vcmcvcmVnaXN0ZXIv/3O5SONjOXc9TRP_d6VL7iQ==&merge_field_type=(?x-mi:(?%3C=href=)%5B%5Cs%5D*%5B%27%22%5D(?%3Curl%3E%5B%5E%7B%27%22#%5D.+?)%5B'%22%5D)&link_id=36283883791128&source_id=36283886858243&source_type=Contact


 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 Systems Thinking in Government 

The UK Government Office for

Science, in collaboration with

the Policy Profession, Royal

Academy of Engineering and

the Systems Thinking Interest

Group has produced a suite of

documents to promote and

embed systems thinking

across the Civil Service.

The documents are free to download via the link below and include:

an introduction to systems thinking, a short summary of what systems thinking is,

when it is useful and why it can be beneficial to your work

the systems thinking journey, which expands on the content within the introduction to

systems thinking and maps 5 systems thinking principles to different stages of the policy

design process

the systems thinking toolkit, which contains step-by-step instructions on how to use 11

systems thinking tools

the systems thinking case study bank, which contains a collection of 14 personal

testimonials from civil servants on their experiences of using systems thinking in their work

This suite of documents aims to act as a springboard into systems thinking for civil servants

unfamiliar with this approach. We introduce a small sample of systems thinking concepts and

tools, chosen due to their accessibility and alignment to civil service policy development, but

which is by no means comprehensive. We hope this acts as a first step towards using systems

thinking approaches to solve complex problems and we strongly encourage the reader to go on

to explore the wider systems thinking field further. These documents are ‘beta versions’ which

we hope to update in the future in response to user feedback.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/systems-thinking-for-civil-servants

https://systemsthinking.blog.gov.uk/  

 Organisation in Focus 

Earth Index brings systems awareness to global leadership

The systems we are a part of result from our interactions with
other people, with other species, with ecosystems, and with the
organizations - governments, businesses, charitable and public
institutions that we create. 

When these interactions serve the purposes of all participants, they ensure the liveability of
those systems and their participants. Together, these interactions create our contributions to the
liveability of our Earth. However, these interactions and the systems they result in are rarely
recognized by those who invest, make policy, and drive the management of our affairs.

Building on the need for recognizing, valuing, and preserving interactions that contribute to
livability, the Earth Index scores and reports the contributions countries make through the
interactions of its people with each other, with other species, with ecosystems, and with human
designed organizations. It provides a starting point to celebrate and share the interactions
contributing to the liveability of our planet and to suggest and practice ideas for actions, policies,
and culture that will improve these interactions.

The idea of the Earth Index evolved from 2019 and placed an open call from 2021 to anyone -
governments, universities, and individuals across the world - to participate. It continues to be an
effort to grow the conversation to help people to recognize systems around them, and those they
are a part of, and how they contribute to the liveability of our Earth. To learn more and grow the
conversation about our interactions that contribute to liveability, access the Earth Index website
at https://earth-index.info. The report on Earth Index is expected to be released in the coming
weeks.

About

Anupam Saraph, leading the idea developed his systems perspective from his mentors Donella
Meadows, John Richardson, Jaswant Krishnayya, and Malcolm Slesser in the eighties. He has
advised and led systems practices for federal, state, and local governments, NGOs (including
the United Nations, Club of Rome, World Economic Forum, ASEAN, and the Balaton Group),
and businesses in different sectors across the world. He has also taught Systems Thinking and
modeling and developed many award winning systems models. He is now based in Austin,
Texas in the USA.

 Recent Members Publications 

Systems Research and Behavioural Science

Alexander Bogdanov and the question of unity: An emerging research agenda

Örsan Şenalp, Gerald Midgley

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/sres.2923

Systems Research and Behavioural Science

Indigenous systems knowledge applied to protocols for governance and inquiry

Gabrielle Fletcher, Joshua Waters, Tyson Yunkaporta, Chels Marshall, John Davis, Jack
Manning Bancroft

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/sres.2932

Systems Research and Behavioural Science

Ageing among Black and non-Hispanic White older adults: A community-based system dynamics
approach to examining quality of life

Jean-Francois Trani, Megan Giesecke, Peter Hovmand, Nicholas Miller, Mary Kate Cartmill,
Nicandro Mandujano Acevedo, Sandra Lee, William Liem, Braveheart Gillani, Ganesh Babulal

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/sres.2930

Systems Research and Behavioural Science

Relational interpretation of quantum mechanics and Alexander Bogdanov's worldview

Carlo Rovelli

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/sres.2931

Systems Research and Behavioural Science

Letter to the editor

Michael Quinn Patton

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/sres.2927

Systemic Practice and Action Research

Holistic Flexibility for Deploying Systems Thinking as a Cognitive Skill

Rajneesh Chowdhury

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11213-022-09626-8

 News from the Book Club 
The ISSS Book Club meets on the third Thursday of the month from 12:30-2:00 pm US Eastern.
We are currently reading Tyson Yunkaporta’s book Sand Talk: How Indigenous Thinking Can
Save the World, a humorous and profound book about indigenous ways of thinking and knowing
and their impact on current science, including systems sciences. Our next meeting is February
16. Here are the reading assignments:

February 16: pp. 91-177 (Of Spirits and Spirits, Advanced and Fair, Romancing the Stone
Age, Displaced Apostrophes, & Lemonade for Headaches)
March 16: pp. 179-248 (Duck Hunting is Everybody's Business, Immovable Meets
Irresistible, Be Like Your Place, & Which Way)

In April we will start reading Melanie Mitchell’s book Complexity: A Guided Tour. I hope you will
join us for the discussion! If you’d like to be added to the book club’s email group (members
only), contact Marty Jacobs at marty.jacobs.sis@gmail.com.

Happy reading!

Marty

 New Systems Books 

Raghav Rajagopalan - Immersive Systemic

Knowing - Advancing Systems Thinking

Beyond Rational Analysis.

This book introduces a new philosophy of

systemic knowing and advances systems

thinking, heralding the new paradigm of

transmodern systems thinking. It offers a

comprehensive examination of systems

philosophy, hitherto missing in the systems

literature – spanning a systemic ontology,

suitable extended epistemology, and a

discussion of applicable methods.

It compares, reconciles and integrates, using compelling arguments, three longstanding

divides: scientific rationalism and extended ways of knowing, theory and practice in

management and social sciences, and Western and Eastern philosophy.
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-49135-2

Janos Korn - Science and Design of
Problem Solving Systems

Survival and achieving their ambitions present
problems to living things. Their resolution
involves problem solving, and specific systems
and products, both of which are innate and
operate instinctively as a unit. By and large, the
human counterparts of problem solving and
systems and products, as well as models or
symbolic structures usually supplemented by
design thinking, are separate disciplines and
are expressed in a descriptive terms.

The book presents a 'systems theory' which
integrates the three disciplines into a whole.
The problem solving part is regarded as a
change of equilibrium states from an initial
state, regarded as being unsatisfactory, to an
envisaged, consistent final state that satisfies
expectations and involves creativity and
innovation.

The synthesis part, generates the requirements for interaction and properties of products and
systems. It consists of three basic principles and linguistic modelling which transforms a 'story' in
natural language into sequences of 1st order logic. The latter carry states in time and express
the conditions for the occurrence of changes of equilibrium states. Using language can lead to
operational expressions. The proposed empirical 'systems theory' is highly teachable, rooted in
existing branches of knowledge and methodical. To be developed further, it needs peer review,
software and suggestions for practical applications.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Science-Design-Problem-Solving-Systems-
ebook/dp/B0BMW427KT/ref=sr_1_1?
keywords=Science+and+Design+of+Problem+Solving+Systems&qid=1670758700&sr=8-1

 Systems Science Events in February 
Systems Dynamics Society

How to Sell System Dynamics: Sales as a Process vs. Sales as a Personality

1st Feb 11am-12pm EST

https://systemdynamics.org/event/how-to-sell-system-dynamics-sales-as-a-process-vs-sales-as-
a-personality/

Operational Research Society Systems Thinking Special Interest Group, the Centre for Systems
Studies at the University of Hull (UK) and the Linnaeus University Systems

Why Logosofia for an assault on situational complexity? With Alexander Christakis

1st Feb 1.30-3pm GMT

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/why-logosofia-for-an-assault-on-situational-complexity-tickets-
493552036427

Metaphorum Webinar Series

Katharine Farrell. ‘Holarchies, heterarchies, and hermeneutics: exploring relationships, between
Beer and Bateson’

1st Feb 5-6.30pm GMT

https://metaphorum.org/metaphorum-webinar-series

Systems Dynamics Society: Health Policy SIG

Networking Series: Health

2nd Feb 11am-12pm EST

is https://systemdynamics.org/event/networking-series-health/

Systems Dynamics Society

Systems Thinking in the Age of Digital Ecosystems

7th Feb 9am-11am EST

https://systemdynamics.org/event/systems-thinking-in-the-age-of-digital-ecosystems/

INCOSE

Model Based Systems Engineering - Practical Keys to Successful Use

8th Feb 4.45-6pm MT

https://www.incose.org/events-and-news/search-events/2023/02/08/default-calendar/model-
based-systems-engineering---practical-keys-to-successful-use

Systems and Complexity in Organisation (SCiO)

FSP1 Facilitation Skills for Systems Practice Interventions (0.5d)

10th Feb 9.30am GMT

https://www.systemspractice.org/events/fsp1-facilitation-skills-systems-practice-interventions-05d

Systems Dynamics Society: Oceania Chapter

Oceania Chapter: 2023 Systems Thinking & Modelling Symposium

10th Feb 12-5pm AEDT

https://systemdynamics.org/event/oceania-chapter-symposium%e2%80%8b/

Systems Dynamics Society

How To Review for Conference ISDC2023

13th Feb 3-4pm EST

https://systemdynamics.org/event/how-to-review-for-conference-isdc2023/

Systems Dynamics Society

Planning and Managing Organization Improvement Programs

15th Feb 11am-12pm EST

https://systemdynamics.org/event/planning-and-managing-organization-improvement-programs/

Systems Dynamics Society: Nigerian Chapter

System Dynamics Building Blocks for Beginners

17th Feb 5-6pm WAT

https://systemdynamics.org/event/system-dynamics-building-blocks/

Humanitix Course
Open Systems Theory making Adaptive and Lasting Change with Merrelyn Emery and Peter
Aughton

17th-19th Feb and 24th-26th Feb

https://events.humanitix.com/ost_canberra/

Systems Dynamics Society: Environmental SIG

Environmental and Natural Resource Group Meeting

21st Feb 7-8pm EST

https://systemdynamics.org/event/environmental-and-natural-resource-group-meeting/

Enlightened Enterprise Academy

An Introduction to Critical Systems Thinking and Complexity

Starting 21st Feb for 8 weeks

https://www.thecsi.io/introductoryprogram

INCOSE

Systems Exchange Café: Oak Café

23rd Feb 8-9am UTC

https://www.incose.org/events-and-news/search-events/2023/02/15/default-calendar/systems-
exchange-caf%C3%A9---oak-tree-caf%C3%A9

 Readers' Letters 
from Judith Rosen

As I was researching various birds and animals to do a short write-up on them for you, I started
to see a common pattern that is so perfect for systems people it's almost funny. That is...
everything is connected. I especially found that to be true of the oxpecker birds. Apparently,
oxpeckers have gone almost extinct across South Africa because of human behavior, namely
using tick-killing stuff on their cattle, which ended up poisoning the oxpeckers as well. Once this
became known, less deadly parasite killing (there's an oxymoron, eh?) stuff was developed for
use by animal keepers and the birds are making a comeback. But what the scientists involved in
helping the oxpeckers to recover found was that nobody knew much about oxpecker
reproductive behavior -- it was never studied before! So, they are attempting to rectify that.
Meanwhile the ripple effects of fewer oxpecker birds have been observed in the animals in
Kruger Park. 

Here's an article that seems to be "about" giraffes but it talks about the oxpecker birds and a lot
of other interconnected aspects as well.
https://www.americanscientist.org/article/watchdogs-of-the-savanna

That article led me to the following one which covers more about oxpeckers, their
disappearance, and spontaneous reappearance in Kruger which nobody can explain. As you will
see, the interconnectivity of all these related issues are very obvious to us systems thinkers.

https://www.wildcard.co.za/kruger-yellow-billed-oxpecker-project/
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